SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
The Company
We are a commercially minded, dynamic and entrepreneurial business maintaining the highest level
of integrity in all our working relationships. We pride ourselves on service excellence, offering legal
expertise and friendly assistance for clients and referrers looking for advice.
We are enjoying huge growth driven by our talented employees; who are passionate and willing to
go that extra mile to give excellent service. The ideal individual will want to be part of our success,
wants to make a difference, bringing exciting ideas and who aspire to develop themselves.

The Role
To drive the development of our critical internal and client-facing systems. We are one of the very
few companies in the legal market with bespoke software development and the competitive edge
that it provides. The system, whilst extremely efficient, needs both development and significant
improvement in terms of enhancement, security reviews and extensive new work.

Key Technical Abilities




Understand commercial development techniques including robust approaches to testing strategies
Strong working programming knowledge of PHP, CSS, HTML and Javascript
Good understanding of MySQL databases and XML

Responsibilities











Work with the Managing Director to gain a strong understanding of the system
Review all security aspects and database design of the system
Extend new iPartnership client portal offering
Design and build new dashboard, reporting and alerting for internal users
Design and build a robust test framework
Design and build a new XML integration with third party product
Document database and scripts
Improve and enhance maintainance suite
Implement an archiving strategy for completed cases to ensure database size remains manageable
Assist with technical support issues in the office, when requested

What we are looking from you






Cheerful and friendly disposition at all times
Someone who can work as part of a team
Strong attention to detail is imperative with great organisation skills
Able to work under pressure and consistently hit deadlines
Ability to think “out of the box”; we want people who look to improve the way things can be done.

Benefits






Private health benefit
Childcare vouchers
23 days’ holiday per annum (plus 3 days leave between Christmas and New Year)
Social events arranged quarterly
Free fruit, fizzy drinks, biscuits, orange juice and chocolate!
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